WHO WE ARE.
Your Own Logo is a clothing manufacturer with incorporated design studio
providing innovative clothing solutions for businesses and other entities that help to
boost their sales and brand image. What makes our collections unique is our collective
experience in outstanding design, our top notch production and 20 years of continuous
success in the apparel industry.
Your Own Logo disintermediates the clothing industry, being one of only a handful
clothing manufacturers worldwide that sells directly B2B. Having design and production
in-house as well as having no middlemen involved allows us to offer world class quality
apparel at factory price - leaving our customers with higher profit margins on their
collections.
All garments of Your Own Logo are produced in our very own factory in the beautiful and
vibrant city of Bangkok. This is how we make sure that all our apparel is made in an
ethical way under fair manufacturing conditions.

On top of our outstanding quality we provide added value to our customers in form of:
- Free design ideas (if needed)
- A free pre production sample
- Free personalised labels and hangtags
- Free 3D product photography
Among our esteemed customer are companies, sports teams, events, hotels and even
people who start their own fashion brand.
We are looking forward to also hearing about your ideas.

Due to our top notch production faclities we are able to produce a wide variety of different garments. Tell us what kind of
garments you want for your collection.

OUR STRENGHTS.

CHECK OUT OUR WORKBOOK!

At Your Own Logo we specialize in making exactly what you need. Every single aspect of a garment all the
way down to the care label can be customized according what you wish. We can duplicate your existing designs or
create entirely new ones with the help of our in-house design team. We believe that extreme attention to detail is
what gives our product superior value to our competitors.
Because you are buying straight from the factory you are saving a huge amount as you are not paying the numerous
middlemen that usually take a cut. Having no middlemen involved allows us to offer our customers world class quality
apparel at factory price.

If you would like to give your brand a boost or create one from scratch, you’ve met yourperfect partner. Send us your logos, ideas,
corporate identity manuals or tech packs and get started today! If you don’t have any designs yet let us propose some for you.
We are looking forward to hearing about your ideas.

Your contact person: Johannes Kraus
Web:
www.yourownlogo.com
Phone:
+66 (0)957066435
E-mail:
johannes@yourownlogo.com

